The digital technology to make turn-around-time a thing of the past
The Ultimate Proof
Video, Photo, Audio
recording making it the
most accountable work

Done in Seconds
Cuts large lead-times
for your financial
process to start

Instant Plug n Play
PODXpress takes very
little time to implement
and ready to take off

Advanced Analysis

Touch Signature
Use your phone’s
screen for customer
signatures in-app

Proof of Attempt
Why only POD? If
there is an effort
there is proof of it

With support of primary
data analysis on TAT
and Productivity

Real-time Location
Add to authenticity
by getting location
data along with POD

Integrate/Upload
Works with any ERP
or upload tracking
data manually

Quick Alerts
Auto Emails / SMS
are sent at any
instance you need

The Power to Protect Now in Your Pocket – Provide a Proof within Seconds

know.webxpress.in/podxpress

Experience PODXpress Live!

Register for a demo now.

Visit www.webxpress.in and spark new possibilities.

Meet our comprehensive
Solution Portfolio
webxpress.in/overview
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PODXpress is a platform to manage POD, Delivery Information and Billing to Shippers.
It is a combination of Cloud Technology and Mobile Solutions specifically designed to reduce the
turn-around-time experienced in the process cycle leading up to the final closure.
How things work?
Users can define delivery orders
from several sources (WebXpress
or 3rd Party ERPs or Excel upload).
This data is instantly made
available to delivery agents to not
only manage their movement

Why do you need PODXpress?

Visibility and Tracking is key
for success in the industry of
high service expectations

Many e-com companies would
want to talk to many LSPs
that they share in common

Issues such as COD, Billing
and Freight Audit are very
difficult to deal with manually

Welcome to the world of WebXpress brought to you by ECFY Consulting Pvt. Ltd.
With over a decade of depth in the logistics industry we know what makes movers move.
Our solutions cater to all sub-domains be it movement, storage, or planning.

